[Diagnosis and management of facial nerve neuromas].
To provide the experience for early diagnosis and management of facial nerve neuromas, and to discuss the clinic and imaging feature of facial nerve schwannoma and facial nerve fibroma in 22 cases. Twenty cases facial nerve schwannoma and two cases of facial nerve neurofibroma were diagnosed and reviewed retrospectively. Surgical removal were performed through the middle cranial fossa in 2 cases, through intratemporal approach in 8 cases, through intraparotid approach in 2 cases, and combined intra-temporal with out-temporal approaches in 10 cases. Seventeen cases underwent facial nerve graft for repairing a facial nerve defect. Great auricular nerve was used in 3 cases with intratemporal approach and 1 case with intratemporal combined intraparotid approach. Sural nerve graft was used in 5 cases with intratemporal approach and 8 cases with intra-temporal combined intraparotid approach. Two cases were employed two-stage facial muscle flap-plasty. Facial nerve neuromas were totally removed in 21 cases and subtotal neuroma removed in 1 case. In these cases, 20 patients were no recurrence and 1 patient was lost follow-up. One patient with subtotal neuroma removal received Gamma Knife treatment before and after surgery, and this case was no recurrence. The CT imaging of the temporal bone showed that schwannoma was separated "white mass" with smooth margin along the region of facial nerve without intact canal. But neurofibroma locate in enlarge fallopian with intact canal. Magnetic resonance imaging had the advantage of evaluating all segments of the facial nerve and showed continuity of intratemporal and intraparotid mass with the facial nerve. Pathological results indicated that 20 cases were diagnosed as facial nerve schwannoma and 2 cases were neurofibroma. Although tumors originating from the facial nerve are extremely rare, it is possible to make early diagnosis through finding clinical feature and imaging methods. Generally, systematic surgical approach for tumor removal and facial nerve reconstruction should be considered in the cases with facial neurinoma.